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Amazon Xtreme Fishing Adventures, LLC 

“Amazon Peacock Bass Fishing – An Adventure of a Lifetime!” 

AmazonXtremeFishing.com  Marc@AmazonXtremeFishing.com 

 

“The World’s most Demanding Anglers fish with us!” 

Come live the Adventure - Amazonas, Brazil 
 

Join us on this Unique Peacock Bass Fishing Adventure in the heart of Brazil’s Amazon Rain Forest. 
Destinations specially designed for the World Class Angler, Families & Groups. 

 

About Amazon Xtreme Fishing: 

Established by Anglers for Anglers. Amazon Xtreme Fishing Adventures, LLC “AXF” now over 20yrs hosting trips as the 
only operation in Brazil which can offer a variety of destinations. Hosting anglers to one of its ultimate combination of 
Amazon’s Finest Fleet of Luxury Yacht, Floating Hotel, First Class Lodge, Remote Headwater Camps, Exploratory Trips, to 
Jungle Campout trips, all with the Best Experience for Trophy Peacock Bass Fishing.  

We are the owner, group operators, outfitters and organizers of all of our fishing destinations and work closely with all our 
providers. Being in control of the entire trips, no middleman, agents or other entities mitigating our responsibility in planning 
the logistics to organize how it’s run, where to fish, this is how we can plan for an excellent trip.  We offer an All-Inclusive* 
trip for our anglers. Myself (Capt. Marc) or one of our partners participates in all trips to oversee and coordinate the daily 
schedules with our providers to ensure that our trips are run with the highest quality fashion possible and to be there for our 
anglers in all aspects of their trip. 

The Amazon Basin: Fish the Dry Season! 

This is a region where world records have been broken and the only area in the World that holds Trophy Peacock Bass. 
Keep in mind that, for the most part, this is a trophy fishery and visiting anglers should be prepared to battle the trophy 
peacocks with large lures and flies. Often dense jungle growth encountered getting back into those "secret lagoons", not 
just favored but only known by our native guides as you chop your way through the jungle (if guest is physically capable). 
River levels in this watershed can change quickly and affect fishing conditions, regardless of the season or historical 
patterns. Navigation of boats may also be affected, but we go where the fishing is. Daytime temperatures typically range 
from 80-100 degrees during the day, but typically cool down to the 70s in the evening.  

 
Your host and his World Renown Guides: 
Angler/Owner/Operator/Host Capt. Marc, our infrastructure, experienced native guides, with great experience in serving 
world class angler. He lived in Brazilian Amazon over 10yrs, traveled the Rio Negro during the fishing season (for 6-months 
at a time), personally hosted fishing trips, for thousands of anglers since 2002, on Mother ships and fixed lodges. Now, with 
years of experience and a vast knowledge, he accompanies a limited number of elite groups for the Adventure of a Lifetime. 
Our guides were born and raised in the Amazon watershed of Brazil, worked with Capt. Marc, over 50yrs plus combined 
experience in Peacock Bass Fishing the habitats who you will be fishing during your visit. These hand-picked guides by 
each destination, their knowledge of their watershed, the ability to understand changing conditions and fish behavior, and 
their eagerness to teach American anglers about the ways of the hunt for the Peacock Bass is what you will experience 
first-hand on an Epic journey into the Amazon.  
 
Anglers paired (2) two to a boat with a native Brazilian guide will spend 4 to 6+ fishing days probing the farthest reaches of 
The Rio Negro Basin, its tributaries, and back lagoons in search of Trophy-class Peacock Bass. Depending on destination, 
guest will enjoy either Nitro, Tracker Bass or Aluminum boats from which to fish from. Each day your guide will fill an ice 
chest with an assortment of beverages, fruits and sandwiches, so that you can fish all day without returning to the "base 
camp", or you may choose to return for lunch and relaxation if you desire. It’s your Adventure! 

 
Over the years of taking World Anglers for an Amazing Amazon experience, we have meticulously learned the best ways 
to prepare for our trips.  As a result, we provide all of our clients with a turn-key trip package. We provide thorough pre-trip 
information and materials, a travel department to help with all airline bookings (unless requested otherwise), How to support 
for, necessary documents, services and guidance for all aspects of the trip preparation. 

Our hosted trips offer the a unique combination of a highly experienced team, English speaking host, hand-picked guides, 
(limited English with guides) preferred destinations, full trip control with providers, First Class accommodations, fully 

equipped boats, years of experience in the region, makes Amazon Xtreme Fishing  
“The Must Go-To Fishing Destination”. 
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As Capt. Marc says “We take you on The Trip of a Lifetime, then bring you back home and tuck you in bed” 

Your Hosted Trip Duration: Un-hosted trips are available. 
✓ Trips Starting Dates and Finish dates will vary by destination of choice. (Most trips begin Friday or Saturday and end 

following Friday or Saturday) 
✓ All Anglers must be in Brazil one (1) day before beginning their selected trip 

 

INCLUDED in most trip Package (based on double occupancy):   
Depending on package and final package of choice, some item will vary, full details will be provided for your package. 

✓ All ground transfers and charter flights while in Brazil. (Group arrivals/departures) 

✓ Hotel in Manaus for 1-nights on arrival (on departure a ½ day room 4-shared). Private rooms additional fee 

✓ A Private Air Conditioned Suite or Cabin DBL/OCP w/Private Bath at your destinations 

✓ Brazilian Fishing License 

✓ Complimentary FREE NO-CHARGE tackle ($1450 value) w/top water lures, TFO, R/H-Shimano, 60lb – 80lb 

Braided line. Guest are welcome to bring their own reels or lures if desired also.  

✓ Complete hardy meal, including beer, wines, caipirinhas, bottled water, drinks, and juices. (Limits may apply) 

✓ Daily Guided fishing (2 Anglers + 1 Native Guide per boat) in Fully equipped Bass Boat/Tracker/JBoat/Canoe 

✓ Daily Laundry and Maid Service – (No need to over pack – 30lbs combined weight limits enforced) 

✓ The Adventure of a Lifetime is just around the corner! 

NOT Included in Trip Packages:  
➢ International airfare to Manaus, Brazil ($1600+/- Manaus- AXF Travel Dept. assist with all flight planning) 

➢ All Meals and Drinks, Tours, Private Shuttles, Extra Nights, while in Manaus 

➢ Individual transfers and extra hotel reservations when not arriving and/or departing with group 

➢ Extended stay in Manaus on arrivals/return dates. 

➢ Guest wishing imported liquors, we recommend stopping by a Duty-Free Shop at the airports. 

➢ Suggested Non-Mandatory gratuities 10% p/person (5%  to Guide(s) 5% to Support Staff Pot) 

➢ Other expenses, Big-Fish pots, native souvenirs, gifts, shopping, etc. (Small change is greatly appreciated) 

➢ Jigs, flies, soft baits, specialty baits, and personal spinning fly fishing tackle, and all left/hand reels. 

➢ TRIP, TRAVEL, CANCEL FOR ANY REASON and EMERGENCI MEDICAL EVAC INSURANCE 

➢ Trip Preparation Expenses I.e. Passports, Expeditor Services, Medical Immunizations. Trip Cancellation or 

Emergency Medical Evacuation Insurance is strongly recommended. “Last minute emergency, unforeseen 

situations, severe weather flight cancellations, etc. ” 

➢ Park Entry Fishing Permits if applicable: Fees for upper Amazon Basin, and Indian Reservations have special 

requirements to follow. (Barcelos / Santa Isabel / Municipality Fees if applicable) 

➢ And anything not mentions in the above included part of your trip. 

o Trip Cancellation Insurance is recommended in case of any last-minute emergency, cancellations or travel issues, etc. 

Emergency Evacuation Insurance for traveler with recent medical conditions is REQUIRED. 

 
Catch, Shoot and Release Properly: We practice Catch & Release, this is why our fish are growing! 

Five tips you should always follow to catch and release properly: “Your guide will help you how to get that $1M shot!” 
1) Always wet your hands before handling the fish, avoid sunblock, or other chemicals on your hands 
2) Keep the fish wet... you want to see the water dripping off the fish when you take the shot... a dry fish, is a bad 
photo 
3) Cradle the fish and keep the fish safe, caution not to drop the fish... put the fish out to the camera, hold it with 
two hands, bend down for the shot, don't hold the fish at eye level.  
4) If a fish eats the lure or fly deep, performing surgery will kill the fish, your guide will decide what to do 
5) If you don’t know how long to keep fish out of water, hold your breath as you photograph a fish out of water... as 
you feel uncomfortable, odds are, the fish does also, secure and put fish back in water while you prepare for the 
next shot.  
See “How to take pictures with your trophy”. 
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